Activity report RS OMEP-Bratislava and surroundings
2016
The World Organization for Preschool Education OMEP - regional section of Bratislava and
its surroundings filled during the year 2016 goals that were set out in the action plan for
this year.

In 2016 she worked in the regional section OMEP Bratislava composed
Chairman: Ing. Katarina Koledová, Bratislava
Deputy Mgr. Katarina Domastová
Secretary: Gabriela Dömeová
Treasurer Anna Brániková, Bratislava

1.Aktivity designed to improve educational work in kindergarten
Individual members maintained during working relationships through participation in
konfernce, meetings, personal meetings, cooperation, exchanging experiences and advice.
On the occasion of kindergartens in Slovakia 04.11.2016 many kindergartens have prepared
activities which feast day closer to children, parents and the wider public. Conducted
various competitions, shows, presentations and the like.

2. Activities with children and for children of preschool age
In different areas RS conducted various activities with the children, who were organized by
members of OMEP-u.
Specifically, the following actions:
Shares on the occasion of Kindergarten day in Slovakia
Participation in the parade art works Rainbow carousel
Festive Academy for Mother's Day
Activities on the occasion of October - Respect for the elderly
Christmas sessions

3. Participation in conferences in Slovakia

Many female members attended the conference in Bratislava, which was organized
together with the SPV in spring 2016. The conference was the meeting of the Presidium
OMEP held in kindergarten Timravina Bratislava.

Many members also attended the conference in Hlohovec in November 2016. The
conference was held a special meeting and a celebration Kindergarten day in Slovakia
(04.11.2016). Konfernce part was the meeting of the Presidium OMEP Slovakia.

4.Aktivity to the public
Presented to the public OMEP as a highly skilled organization that creates throughout
Slovakia a significant network of regional sections, which both contribute to raising the
professional level of pre-school education.
This also contributed to various activities that have been prepared for the public - various
performances in public places (squares, etc.), The exhibition works, open days in
kindergarten, children's Olympics sports, Kindergarten day in Slovakia, etc.

5. International Activities
Regionalen section members had the opportunity to participate in the excursion in Vienna
in kindergartens, which was held in December and it was organized by OMEP Slovakia. The
excursion was very interesting, approached the functioning of nursery schools attended by
children of other nationalities and to be able to share common experiences.

6. Activities inside RS OMEP
6.1. Regular meetings of the Bureau
2.6 Conducted meetings shall
6.3 Regular informal meetings of female members of OMEP
6.4 The effort for the updating of a database of female members and checking their
contributions

Bratislava, January 2017

Ing. Katarina Koledová

President of the RS OMEP
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